The production of nanocrystalline wear debris containing components from the worn specimen, from the counterface and from the environment does not support any of the better known wear models or wear equations based on adhesion, delamination, fatigue or oxidation. In this presentation, plastic deformation, mechanical mixing and patterns of flow determined from experiments will be compared with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and a continuum analysis of two 'fluids' shearing in opposite directions. Together, these suggest generic behavior that needs to be included in any realistic sliding wear model.
INTRODUCTION
Wear control technology has developed over many centuries. An interdisciplinary conference series devoted to wear of materials has existed since 1977. Despite all of this attention, our ability to predict wear from fundamental principles remains elusive, especially for sliding wear. Many interesting observations have been reported and many wear test results have accumulated, providing a fascinating variety of phenomena and behavior. In most cases, the results are not consistent with the assumptions underlying the handful of most widely used wear models, yet these models continue to be widely accepted.
For example, the production of nanocrystalline wear debris containing components from the worn specimen, from the counterface and from the environment does not support any of the better known wear models or wear equations based on adhesion, delamination, fatigue or oxidation. Einstein's words are relevant here: Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.
FLOW, MIXING AND WEAR
If wear debris are generated, it is clear that fracture processes are involved. But fracture in what material? In the unmodified base material? In deformed base material? In transformed base material? In a surface coating or oxide film? In some other kind of tribomaterial created during sliding? An important example of the last type is the nanocomposite created by mechanical mixing and containing components from the worn specimen, the counterface and the environment, i.e., the same as in the wear debris described above [1] .
Despite the wide variety reported when comparing different tribosystems, one can find unifying principles. Perhaps the most important of these is the acceptance of plastic flow of material adjacent to the sliding interface. This seems to be ubiquitous, even at the smallest contact scales [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] , and for all types of materials (crystalline or amorphous metals, ceramics, polymers, composites). The different ways in which materials accommodate flow by structural change account for some of the differences in sliding behavior. One can account for other cases by recognizing how mechanical mixing can change the chemical composition [7] [8] [9] .
In this presentation, patterns of flow determined from experiments will be compared with molecular dynamics (MD) simulations (Fig. 1) [8, 9] and a continuum analysis of two 'fluids' shearing in opposite directions (Fig. 2) [10] [11] [12] . Together, these suggest generic behavior that needs to be included in any realistic sliding wear model. Plastic shear leads to strain rate gradients, causes structure changes, creates heterogeneous material and sets up vorticity that accounts for mechanical mixing. Information on relevant fracture processes leading to debris is still missing, but it needs to be obtained to develop wear models that are realistic. Vorticity plots for MD simulations of (a.) amorphous and (b.) crystalline system. Vorticity arises from a Kelvin-Helmholtz instability and is associated with rapid mechanical mixing at high sliding velocities. 
